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 Definition of an Audit 

Auditing involves an independent examination of the financial statements of an enterprise prepared by 

the management of that enterprise by an appointed person called AUDITORS in order to express a 

professional opinion whether or not that financial statements show a true and fair view position of the 

enterprise as at the end of the financial period in accordance with the auditors professional regulations.  

      

It should be noted that the primary duty of an auditor in a company is to express a professional opinion 

on the financial statement he has audited. Such opinion should state whether the financial statements 

show a true and fair view. It is the responsibility of the management of the enterprise to ensure that 

financial statements are prepared in readiness for the audit exercise. To do this, the directors of the 

company will normally employ a competent accountant to carry out their accounting functions since the 

directors may not be competent accountants themselves  

The secondary duty of an auditor  is to detect fraud and errors. To achieve this objective of fraud 

prevention and detection, the management of the enterprise must ensure that effective and effective 

internal control systems are establish and that such controls are properly monitored to ensure that they 

are allowed by the staff of the organization. 

OTHER SERVICES THAT CAN BE PROVIDED BY AUDITORS  

 The other services that can be provided by an auditor include; accountancy, taxation, liquidation and 

receivership, investigation, management advisory services, financial advice and secretarial services. In 

providing these services, the auditor usually prepares a separate letter of engagement and separate fees 

should be charged. The fees charged for this service is not normally part of the audit fees.   

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  

Financial statements which the external auditors examine are generally made up of the following 

components:  

• Statement of Comprehensive Income or Statement of  Profit and loss  

• Statement of Financial Position  

• Notes to the Accounts  

• Statement of Accounting policies  

• Sources and Statement of Application of Funds(SSAF) or Cash flow statement  

• Value Added Statements  

 



• Directors’ Report and  Others     

      

The other objectives of an audit are:  

• To report and make suggestions to top managements for improvement  especially  in the area of 

internal control systems.  

• T o report to management on potential areas for efficiency and cost savings which are identified 

during the course of the Audit.  

Advantages of Auditing.  

• Auditing helps to assure the shareholders that the business enterprises is being run or managed 

in their best interest.  

• Audit accounts could be more easily acceptable the Inland Revenue for tax purposes.  

• Audited accounts can be very useful for investigating bank loan or overdraft.  

• Audited accounts can be used as a basis for business combination such as merger and 

acquisition.  

• Auditing helps to prevent or detect fraud or errors within an enterprise.  

• Auditing helps to highlight those weakness or strength in the internal control system of a 

company.  

• Auditing serve as a psychological check and moral deterrent against fraudulent practice by the 

employees of an enterprise  

• Audited  account s promotes the confidence of investors and investment analyst.  

• CLASSIFICATION OF AUDITS 

• Auditing can be classified into two;  

• Classification according to nature of work and Classification according to audit approach. 

• CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO NATURE OF WORK 

• There are four types of audit under  this classification and they include: 

• Statutory Audits: These are audits carried out because the law requires them. The principal 

statutes which requires audits to be done in Nigeria, include the Companies and Allied Matters 

Decree ( now Act) of 1990. Banks  and Other Financial Institutions Decree ( BOFID),e.t.c    



• Private Audits: These are audits carried out on personal advantage of the company or 

organization. This kind of Audit is not required by law but voluntary.  This kind of work is carried 

out on the instance of the owner(s) of the business because of the inherent advantages to be 

derived from auditing.  For example, the audit of a sole proprietorship business, partnership, 

Joint venture or social clubs, etc 

• External Audit: These are those audits that are carried out by somebody who is not an employee 

of an organization. They are normally referred to as External Auditor. External audit can be 

private or statutory depending on whether or not they are required by the law. 

• Internal Audit: This is an internal appraisal of the activity of an enterprise by the internal auditor 

of such an enterprise. Internal audit function is a creation of the enterprise normally established 

by the management of the enterprise. Internal audit is a separate department in an organization 

and those that work in this department. 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO APPROACH: Classification according to approach includes: 

 Management Audit: These are audits that are directed at the top level management to 

determine whether the polices or procedures of the company are properly being followed by 

management in line with the company’s objectives. 

 Systems Audit and Procedural Audit: These are those audits that are normally carried out on the 

internal control system of an enterprise in order to determine their  efficiency  or effectiveness 

as well as whether they can be relied upon to generate adequate or acceptable information for 

management decision making and for inclusion in the books of account or financial statement. 

 Transaction Audit: These are those audits which involve the review of those transactions of an 

enterprise within a period of time in order to ascertain the completeness, accuracy and validity 

of the transactions. 

 Financial Position Audit: These are those audits which involve the verification of assets or 

liabilities of an enterprise as at the end of the year. The major objectives of financial position 

audit are to determine the Cost, Authorization, Valuation and Benefit, Ownership and 

presentation of the items appearing on the financial position. 

 Interim Audit: These are audits usually carried out during the year but before the end of the 

financial year of an enterprise. An interim audit could consist of several audits visits. The 

purpose of interim audit may primarily be to examine the accounting and the internal control 

system where necessary. 

 Final or Completed Audit: This type of audit approach usually takes place after the end of the 

business financial year when the financial statements must have been fully prepared by 

management in readiness for the audit work. 

 Year End Audit: These are those audits that are usually carried out towards the financial year 

end date of a company. Such audit approach will usually be conducted for the purpose of 

observing and attending to the business’s stock taking procedures. 



 Continuous Audit:  This is an Audit approach which requires an all year round review. They are 

commonly carried out by the internal auditors who review different aspects of the business 

operations throughout the year on a continues basis without auditing to a specific date. 

 Complete Audit :   These are those audits in which the auditor is expected to examine and report 

on the financial statements as a whole as to whether they present a true and fair view. Under 

this approach, limitations are not placed on the scope of the auditor’s work, hence complete 

audit is statutory audit. 

 Partial Audit: These are those audits where the terms of the audit engagement include 

significant restrictions on the scope of the auditors work. Such audit may be restricted to stock 

alone or to some other aspects of the financial statements. Hence, private audits are partial 

audit.  

AUDITORS AND THE LAW . 

Auditors’ duties, rights and responsibilities exist within a legal framework. In Nigeria, the Companies and 

Allied Matters Act(CAMA) 1990 defines appointment, duties, powers and rights, qualification, removal, 

remuneration, resignation.  

    PURPOSES OF CAMA (1990)  

The major objectives of CAMA are to:  

• Ensure the competence of the auditor by providing that he belongs to the body of accountants.  

• Secure the independence of the auditor by stating the manner of his appointment, 

remuneration, removal, resignation, e t c.  

• Define the duties of the auditor, and matters to be included in his report  

• Give the auditor certain rights to enable him carry out his duties. 

 

SECTION 357 : Appointment of Auditor 

Every company shall at each Annual General Meeting (AGM) appoint an auditor or auditors to audit the 

financial statement of a company and to hold office from the conclusion of that, until the conclusion of 

the next annual general meeting.  

SECTION 358: Qualification of Auditors  

Accountant s who are members of the Institute of Chartered Accountant of Nigeria (ICAN) shall be 

qualified for appointment as auditors and members of the Association of National Accountants of 

Nigeria (ANAN) later became qualified to act as auditors by virtue  of degree no. 76 of 1993  

 



SECTION 359: Auditor Report  

Auditors of a company shall make a report to its members in a general meeting on the accounts 

examined by them and on every statement of financial position and statement of comprehensive 

income during the auditors’ tenure of office.  

SECTION 360: Duties of the Auditors  

The auditor’s shall carry out such investigations that may enable them to form an opinion on whether;  

• The company has kept proper accounting records, and proper returns adequate for  their audit 

and have  received from branches not visited by them.  

• The statement of Financial position and statement of comprehensive income are in agreement 

with the accounting records and returns.  

• The auditors shall state in their report if the matter in (i) above are not met.  

SECTION 361: Remuneration of Auditors  

Remuneration of auditor of a company if:  

• appointed by the directors, it shall be fixed by them  

• Appointed at an annual general meeting, it shall be fixed at the annual general meeting.  

• For the purpose of this section, remuneration includes sums paid by the company in respect of 

the auditors expenses.  

SECTION 362: Removal of Auditors  

A company may by ordinary resolution remove auditors before the expiration of their term of office.  

Where such resolution is passed, the company shall within 14 days give notice of that fact to the 

commission.  

SECTION 363: Right and Powers of Auditors  

Auditors shall have;  

• Right of access at all time to the company’s books, account and vouchers; and  

• Right to require from the company’s office such information and explanation as they think 

necessary for the performance of the auditors duties.  

• Right to attend any general meeting of the company;  

• Right to receive all notices of  and other communications relating to any general meeting which 

a member of the company’s is entitled to receive and  



• Right to be heard at any general meeting which they attend on any part of the business of the 

meeting which concerns them as auditors.  

• FUNDAMENTAL PRINCPLES OF AUDITING  

• The fundamentals of auditing are the ethical code of practice that underpins the auditor ‘s day 

to day work and the expected norms in relation to its clients. It is essential that this 

fundamentals are closely observe by practitioners ( i.e Accountant in Public Service) to ensure 

credible audit report that could be rely upon by the investing public. The basic fundamental of 

auditing is that the auditor must be independent from the management who is saddled with the 

responsibility of preparing financial statement and the shareholder who accept this report.  

• The need for total compliance to ethical rules and guidance on independence, objectivity, 

confidentiality, skills, due care and competence enable the auditor to act in a professional 

manner and earns the auditor the respect of the investing public and entrepreneurship. It also 

enable the auditor to moderate his or her conduct , on regular basis , so as not to run foul of the 

regulations  of his professional bodies, as well as the law.  

• The importance of total compliance to ethical norms of the profession was further 

demonstrated in recent passing of a law under which a professional accountant, whether in 

practice or business, who fails to see to proper compliance with accounting standards in Nigeria, 

may on conviction, be fined or jailed.  

• It is imperative that auditor retain their professional credibility and respect in the domain of the 

investing public by seeing to proper compliance. Loss of trust would be devastating the financial 

world and it is the reason that duly recognizes regulatory bodies place emphasis on ethical 

behavior by their members and infractions of the rules are heavily punished.  

THE FUNDAMENTAL ETHICAL PRINCIPLES OF AUDITING  

The ethical principles which govern the auditors’ professional responsibilities are :  

• Integrity;  

• Objectivity;  

• Independence;  

• Professional competence and due care;  

• Confidentiality  

INTEGRITY: Members should be straightforward and honest in all professional and business 

relationships. Integrity implies not just honesty but also fair dealing and truthfulness.                

Objectivity: Members should not allow bias, conflicts of interest or undue influence of others to override  

their professional or business judgement 



 

PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE AND DUE CARE:  Members  should have a duty to maintain their 

professional knowledge and skill at such a level that a client or employer receives a competent service, 

based on current developments in practice, legislation and techniques. Members should act diligently 

and in accordance with technical and professional standards 

CONFIDENTIALITY: Members should respect the confidentiality or information acquired as a result of 

professional and business relationships and should not disclose such information to the third parties 

without authority or unless there is a legal or professional right or duty to disclose. Confidential 

information acquired as a result of professional and business relationships should be used for personal 

advantage of members or third parties.  

 

ROFESSIONAL BEHAVIOUR: Members should comply with relevant laws and regulations and should 

avoid any action which discredits the profession. They should have with courtesy and consideration 

towards all with whom they come into contact in a professional capacity.  

 

INDEPENDENCE OF AN AUDITOR: An Auditor is to be seen to independent in mind and appearance in 

carrying out his duties or audit assignment. Members are not expected to have relationship with their 

clients of any kind. i.e Blood relation, Friends, etc. Members are not expected to receive gift from their 

client in any form. 

 

 

 

 

 


